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摘  要 
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Battery technology is the bottleneck restricting the development of electric 
vehicles.In a series of lithium battery pack applications ,Due to the influence of 
monomer battery inconsistencies, individual battery for overcharge or put, thus make 
early damage of greatly reduced battery life. For reasons of group battery 
inconsistency, besides the battery manufacturing process itself, monomer battery 
differences of the outside temperature field, ventilated condition and electrohydraulic 
concentration , and the frequent charge-discharge, make  all cell inconsistencies 
further deterioration after group batteries working a period of time. 
Currently ,a variety of batteris equalization schemes have been put forward for 
the unbalanced problems of the series battery pack , but there still exist many 
problems in these solutions at the aspects of the balanced effect, cost, practical, so 
they have  not been all-prevadingly used. 
Taking lithium battery as the main equilibrium objectives, surrounding 
inconsistency of the lithium group, combining with the charge and discharge 
characteristics of lithium batteries,and many existing methods studieded at home and 
abroad, this paper proposed a kind of lithium battery balanced overall scheme. The 
system adopts the method of modular design ,mainly consisting of the master module, 
balanced module, data acquisition module and the battery charging machine.The 
balance module acts as the core of the whole system. The Microcontroller Atmega16 
produces certain occupies emptiescompared to various frequencies of square wave 
signal.And it drives circuit through the transformer isolation, then balancing lithium 
batteries in series is achieved.Meanwhile the real-time data acquisition and 
monitoring control unit every single battery voltage and temperature and the current 
of lithium-ion batteries in order to prevent overcharge, put and short circuit and affect 
battery life lithium.   
This paper set out actually ,completed the overall design of the system, and 
carried out the design of hardware and corresponding software. To verify the 















Simulation software Simulation analysis of the equilibrium system is adopted,and 
then selected and optimizated the switching frequency and component parameters , as 
well as observed various points on the circuit voltage and current waveform . Finally, 
the circuit board was designed, and carried out welding and the debugging. 
Experiments showed that the equalization module meets the design requirements.   
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